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ABSTRACT 
We study extremals for multidimensional stochastic matrices. Some related 
results are also considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Some years ago, Jurkat and Ryser [S] investigated the 3dimensional 
stochastic matrices. For arbitrary k there are k-l classes of k-dimensional 
matrices. These stochastic matrices form convex polyhedra, and therefore it 
is of interest to study their extremals. Jurkat and Ryser characterized the 
extremals in the case k = 3, and in addition they considered a decomposition 
theorem and transversality in three dimensions, as well as latin configura- 
tions. 
Since the above mentioned paper, more work has been done in the area 
of k-dimensional stochastic matrices. In [4] Csima developed a covering 
technique for the purpose of dealing with latin squares, doubly stochastic 
matrices and multidimensional matrices. In [5] combinatorial properties of 
patterns in connection with their covering by e-flats are studied. These e-flats 
are generalizations of a line, and patterns are sets of multidimensional 
matrices in which the components are positive integers. 
Recently Brualdi and Csima in [2] examined combinatorial properties of 
plane stochastic 3-dimensional matrices and relate these to 2dimensional 
properties. Finally, Brualdi and Csima in [3] study extremals of such convex 
polyhedrons, and they present methods for their construction. 
In this paper, we study a characterization of extremals for multidimen- 
sional stochastic matrices which uses concepts similar to those given by 
Jurkat and Ryser in [6]. Some related results are also presented. 
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Finally, we would like to mention that multidimensional matrices are of 
importance in that they appear in studies of correlated probabilities, as 
presented in [7j and [S]. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Let (k, n) be two positive integers. We define the set of (k,n) stochastic 
matrices of dimension k and order n as 
A:Nk+R]A>O, 2 A(i i,...,Q=l 




q=N (j=l,..., k), the number of elements of N is IN] = n, and the 
summation is over ilEN,,..., i,_,EN,_,, $+iEN,+i,..., ikE&. In the 
case k =2, we have that U,” coincides with the set of doubly stochastic 
matrices. R indicates the real numbers. 
It is clear that U,” is a bounded convex polyhedron in R”‘. Therefore its 
set of extremal points, which we indicate by T,k, is non-empty. 
We now introduce some simple concepts. 
Given an element i, E N,., T= 1,. . . , k, we say that set 
WiJ = {(i ,,...,ir_-l,i,,ir+l,..., ik)I 
X&EN, ,..., i,-lEN,_,,i,+,EN,+, ,..., ikENk} 
is a hyperplane. 
Note that for any k, there does not exist A E U,” with n + 1 non-zero 
elements. Indeed, taking any coordinate, all hyperplanes but one have only 
one non-zero element, and therefore such elements have to be one. The 
remaining hyperplane, with two non-zero elements, has to have one of these 
also one-see the proof of Theorem 2.10 in [2]. 
Given a non-empty subset M c Nk, we say that a function 
is a signature. 
fM:M+{ 
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A cycle is a (k, n) stochastic matrix A E U,” such that there exist a 
signature f& for its support or pattern 
S(A)={(i, ,..., i&Nk(A(il ,..., &)>O} 
such that for each r = 1,. . . , k and each i, EN, 
This implies that for any cycle the number of positive elements in each 
hyperplane is either zero or even. 
It is obvious that for each A E U,” S(A)#0, where 0 stands for the 
empty set. 
When ambiguity will not arise, we also use “cycle” for the support of a 
cycle matrix. In addition we identify the support with the corresponding 
matrix having ones for (iI,. . . , ik) E S(A) and zeros otherwise. 
We have a first result: 
THEOREM 1. Let A E U,” be such that there i.s a B E U,” with S(B) c 
S(A). If B is a cycle, then A t3 T,“. 
Proof. Given A E U,, , k let B E U,” be such that S(B) c S(A) and B is a 
cycle. Define 
E= ci,,,,,eEScBJ {A(i17...yik)~l-A(il,...,ik)}. 
Since B is a cycle, 0 <E and there is a signature fs(s) with 
Let Z be a (k, n) matrix with S(Z) = S(B) defined by 
Z(i l,. . . , ik) = r 1 if (i,,..., &JEfs-l~?l)(+)n S(B), -1 if (i,,..., ik) Ef?& -) n S(B). 
Then we have 
A = ;(A + EZ) + $(A -&I). 
But it is easy to see that A -+ EZ E U,“, since B is a cycle. Thus A is not 
extremal. n 
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The given result in the case of three dimensions is strongly related to 
Theorem 3.1 of Jurkat and Ryser in [6]. 
At this point, we would like to mention that von Neumann’s idea about 
cycles given in [lo] cannot be generalized to k dimensions. Indeed, we have 
the following example which indicates that the Converse is not true. Let k = 3 
and n = 2, and let 
A,(i,,i,,i,)= + 
i 
i, = 1, i, = ia or ii =2, i,#i,, 
0 otherwise, 
A,( 4, is, is) = 
I, i,=i,=i,, 
0 otherwise. 
Then with h = i, the (3,2) stochastic matrix 
is not extremal and is without cycle. 
3. DECOMPOSITION INTO SUBMATRICES 
In this section, we will study some simple properties of decomposable 
matrices which were introduced in [6] by Jurkat and Ryser and further 
studied by Brualdi and Csima in 121. 
Given an A E U,“, we say that it is decomposable if for each T = 1,. . . , k 
there exists a partition P,(iV,)= {P,‘,. . ., Pr} of iV, such that there is a 
reordering in each r, P,( NJ = { Qt , . . . , Qrm }, with 
S(A)= ;; i? 
i=l r=l 
k 
If Ai is the matrix A( X, Q:, then we write 
A= $Ai. 
Note that if A is decomposable into A,, . . . ,A,,,, then each Ai is a (k,si) 
stochastic matrix for some si. 
We present a first result. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let A E Cl,” with n < IS(A)1 <2n. Then A is decompos- 
able. 
Proof. It is clear that IS(A)] >n for any AE U,“. If IS(A)] <2n, then 
there exists an hyperplane indexed by i, such that IH,.(i,) n S(A)] = 1. There- 
fore A is decomposable. n 
A second result, which is immediate and therefore we do not prove, is: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A E U,” be &composable into Ai, A = iFI Ai, then 
A is extremul if and only if Ai is extremul for each i = 1,. . . ,m. 
4. SOME TYPES OF EXTBEMALS 
Our main aim in this section is the introduction and study of some 
extremals. Properties concerning some special, but important, types of 
extremals are presented. 
The simplest kind of extremals are the permutations, which are defined 
as (k, n) stochastic matrices A E U,” such that 
lK(i,) n S(A)1 =1 
for each r=l,...,k and i,EN,. 
We remark that directly from the definitions it follows that all the 
permutations are decomposable. Moreover, they are decomposable in a 
maximal way into exactly n matrices Ai E Uf. As a consequence of this and 
Proposition 4, it follows that the permutations are extremal. 
As a very simple fact, all the coordinates from the principal permutation 
are given by 
A(i l,...,ik)= 
1 if ii = s - . = ik, 
0 otherwise. 
Furthermore the permutations are the only (k,n) stochastic matrices decom- 
posable into exactly n (k, 1) stochastic matrices. 
A second class of more complicated extremals are the circuits. These 
were introduced by Brualdi and Csima in [2]. We say that a (k, n) stochastic 
matrix A E U,” is an indecomposable circuit or connected circuit if it is not 
decomposable and if for each T = 1,. . . , k and i, EN, 
I&($) n S(A)1 =2, 
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and for each signature 
h(A):w)‘{+d 








On the other hand, a (k,n) stochastic matrix A E V,” decomposable into 
Ai in a maximal way is defined to be a circuit if all the Ai are indecompos- 
able circuits. 
Now, we have the following result: 
THEOREM 4. Zf A E U,” is a circuit, then it is extremal. 
Proof. Suppose that such a circuit is not extremal. Then there exist two 
(k,n) stochastic matrices A,,A, E U,” such that 
Define the sets 
A=;A,+iA,. 
where s=l,2, a=;,1 and 
s = 1,2. It is clear that Pr( Ws( i)), P,( W,( 1)) and Z’,( W,) form a partition of 
N, for any s = 1,2, where P,( .) denotes the projection on N,. This is due to 
the fact that A is a circuit and S(q) c S(A), s = 1,2. 
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From the fact that 
Ix lz A(i 1,. . . I ik) 
i,Ep,(ws(;)) il,...,i,-,,i,+,,...,ik 
= 2 l=IP,(K(i))I 
w+q$)) 
for any r=l,...,k, we have that all P( Ws( $)) with r = 1,. . . , k are just the 
same. 
Now, because 
s(W,(;))cw and S( Wz( i)) C S(A), 
A is a convex combination of A, and A,, and for each hyperplane 
If&($) n S(A)1 =2, 
it is clear that 
On the other hand, we also have 
ww)) = P,m?(l)) 
for any r = 1, . . . , k. Indeed, suppose that for a given 
Then there exists an ir E Nf such that 
(H&) n S(A,)I = 1 
and 
IHS(ir) n S(A,,)I =2 
with u#u’ and u,u’ E { 1,2}. But this contradicts the fact that A is a circuit 
and is a convex combination of A, and A,. 
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Finally, it turns out that 
for each r = 1,. . . , k. 
Now from the fact that A is not decomposable, only one class of the 
three given above is not empty. Suppose that 
for each r= 1,. . . , k. Moreover, 
S(4) n St&) =a, 
since otherwise A would be decomposable. 
Therefore, defining the signature 
+ if A,(i,,...,i,)=l, 
_ if A,(i,,...,i,)=l, 
we obtain that A is not a circuit. Thus, P,( Ws(l)) =0 for s = 1,2 and any 
r=l,...,k. 
Consequently, assume now that 
Pr( WI) = 44 W2) = Nr. 




- if A,(i,,...,ik)<;, 
we again obtain that A is a circuit. Therefore, for each r = 1,. . . , k, 
This property, together with the fact that A is a convex combination of 
A, and A,, implies that A = A, = A,. Thus, A is extremah n 
We note that if A E U,” is a circuit, then 1 S(A)( = 2n. 
We call A E U,” a 2-cy& if it is a cycle with IS(A)1 =2n. Such cycles are 
strongly related to the permutations through the following property, given in 
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[2] by Brualdi and Csima as Theorem 4.1. Here we present it in a different 
way. 
PROPOSITION 5. If A E U,” is a 2-cycle, then there are two permutations 
B, #B, such that S(B,) n S(B,) =0 and S(B,) u S(B,) = S(A). 
Proof. Since A is a cycle, there is a signature fScAj such that 
for each i,. Therefore define 
, . . . ,i,) ~fs-‘(,)( + ) n S(A), 
otherwise, 
and B, the same with - instead of + . It is clear that since s = 1, for i = 1,2 
we have 
for each ir. Therefore B, and B, are permutations, S(B,) n S(B,) #0 and 
S(A) = S(B,) u S(B,). n 
5. A GENERAL APPROACH FOR EXTREMALS 
In this section we consider the general problem of generating extremals 
for (k,n) stochastic matrices, which is related to a procedure that char- 
acterizes the extremals by eliminating extremals whose support has less 
elements. Other characterizations have already been given by Jurkat and 
Ryser in Theorem 3.2 of [6] and by Brualdi and Csima in Lemma 2.3 of [2]. 
We can look at extremals as solutions of a suitable linear system of 
inequalities. Indeed, for disjoint sets N,, . . . , Nk, let the real matrix 
be defined by 
C( i,; i,, . , . , ik) = 8~~ 
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where 6,, is Kronecker’s delta. Let 
be the extended matrix, where I,t is the identity matrix on Nk X Nk and 
d(ij;il,..., ik) are the corresponding entries. The dimension of D is (kn + n k, 
X n k. Let b be a vector of dimension (kn + n k, X 1 given by b( 1) = 1 if 
jE ui=iNi and b(i, ,.,., i,)=O if (il ,..., ik)ENk. 
Then the linear system of inequalities 
k 
ifeE l-l NP; 
p=l 
2 d(e;i, ,..., i,)A(i, ,..., ik)=A(il ,..., c)>b(e)=O, 
iI,...,& 
if e=(i,,..., i+Nk, 
gives arise to (k, n) stochastic matrices, that is to say, any solution of this 
linear system is an A E U,“. 
Indeed, if j = <, 
= x CY,:,A(i,,...,i,) 
i,,...,ik 
= 2 A($ ,..., <,...,i,) 
i, ,..., i,-l,i,+l ,..., ik 
= b( j) = 1. 
On the other hand, the second part again gives A( ii,. . . , ik) > 0. 
Now, the vertices or extremals of the bounded convex polyhedron may 
be obtained as a special solution of the previous linear system. Indeed, this 
may be done by using the following general result about vertices of poly- 
hedra, which can be found in Burger [l, p. 841. 
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THEOREM 6. A point (610,. . . ,.$‘) of a bounded polyhedron 7~ in 
(5,,...,$J~~? g iven by the system of real linear inequalities 
is an extreme point of 7~ if and only if there exist p linearly independent 
rows 4, ,..., aP,, X=1 ,..., p, for which 
I 1) 
v~la&!‘=bpA, h=L...,p. 
It follows easily that 
RankD= nk. 
On the other hand, we now prove the following result, which is related to 
Theorem 3.6 of [6] and Theorem 2.9 of [2]. 
THEOREM 7. RankC=kn-(k-l)=k(n-l)+l. 
Proof. We have that for < = 1 and for any r <k the following equality 
holds: 
C(i;;i,,..., ik)= f: c(i,_il ,...) ik)- 5 C(i,;i, ,..., ik). 
ik= 1 i,=2 
Indeed, this is nothing more than 
where yi is 1 if i,#l and 0 if i,=l. 
Therefore the row in C indexed by < = 1, r < k, is a Linear combination of 
other rows. Thus 
RankC<kn-(k-l)=k(n-l)+l. 
We now want to see that indeed this last inequality is an equality. 
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For this let 
k-l 
Q= 
;I (l,l)...) 1,e) u I; (l,..., 1,&l) 
e=l 1 i e=2 1 n 
1 [ 
n LJ (l,..., l,e,l,l) u-.-u U (e,L...,l) , 
e=2 e=2 1 
where (l,..., l,e,l,..., 1) E Nk, and let fi= D 1 Q X P. It is clear that 
IQI=jPj=k(n-l)+l. 
Hence, D is a square matrix. For a given < E Q and any (ii,. . . , ik) E P, 
- _ 
D(ie;i,,...,ik)=6<ib 
for (ir, . . . , ik) = (1,. . . , 1, e), e = 1,. . . , n; D is zero if e #k, and therefore 
i?lNkx b (I,...) l,e)=z,. 
f3=l 
On the other hand, if 6 = 1, then 
D(1; 1,. . . , l,e, 1,. . . ,l) = 1 for all e<k 
If we subtract the column (1, 1,. . . , 1) from thesolumn (1,. . . , l,e, 1,. . . , 1) for 
each e, we also have that for the new matrix D 
C(i,;l ,..., l,e,l,..., 1)=0 for all e <k. 
Moreover, for i,, e#n, we have 
D(&;l,..., l,e,l,..., l)=&,, 
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which says that 
6/{2,3 ,..., n}X b (l,..., l,e,l,..., l)=Z”_i, 
e=2 
- 
where the first set is the domain of i,. Therefore D is a permutation matrix, 
which implies that Rank C = dim D = k( n - 1) + 1. n 
As a simple consequence of this result we have: 
COROLLARY 8. If A E U,” is extremd, then n < JS(A)( <k(n- 1) + 1. 
Proof. Since A is a (k, n) stochastic matrix, it is trivial that n < 1 S(A)I, 
and because it is extremal, we can choose at most k(n- l)+ 1 rows of the 
matrix C and the remaining rows from I,,* for the requirements of Theorem 6 
on the matrix A. a 
Another interesting application of Theorem 6 is the following result. 
COROLLARY 9. Let S c Nk. Then there existi at most one extremal 
A E U,” such that S(A) = S. 
Proof. 
(i:,,..., 
Using Theorem 6, it is clear that we always can choose the rows 
ik) @ S from the matrix Z,L The matrix formed by these rows has rank 
nk-ISI. Hence the corresponding values are A(i,,...,&)=O for (i,,...,i,)@ 
S. Now suppose that there is an A E U,” extremal with S(A) = S. Then the 
remaining system is given by the matrix 
k 
6=Cl U N,xS, 
f3=1 
which has rank equal to (S (, since A is an extremal. Choosing any ( S ( linearly 
independent rows of C, we must obtain a unique solution for the elements of 
A. Thus, there cannot exist an extremal B#A with S(B) = S. n 
We note that in the above proof, we assumed that we always could 
choose the rows (i,, . . . , &) B S from the matrix Z,,L If one chooses a number 
r<(nk--(SI) f o rows in such a matrix, then the remaining part of the linear 
system has to have rank nk - i; by Theorem 6, since A is assumed to be 
extremal. Thus, the remaining zeros of A will appear as solutions of the last 
linear system. This is equivalent to choosing all the rows (ii,. . . , <) 4 S from 
the matrix I,,*. 
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COROLLARY 10. Given an A E U,“, then A is extremal if and only if 
Proof. By applying Theorem 6 to our linear system of inequalities for 
(k, n) stochastic matrices with the comments made above, the result is 
obvious. n 
Now we state an important result of our presentation, which is related to 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of [6]. 
THEOREM 11. Given a subset S c Nk and A E U,” with S(A) = S, then A 
is extrepal if and only if f or each SC S and !?#S and any B E U,” with 
S(B) = S, B is not extremul. 
Proof. Suppose that for each S c S with S#S, and any B E U,” with 
S(B) = S, B is not extremal, and assume that A is not extremal. Thus 
A= i hiAi, 
i=l 
where Ai E T,” and hi > 0, x Xi = 1. By hypothesis S(A,) = S for each Ai. On 
i=l 
the other hand, by Corollary 9; we have that given a subset S, there exists at 
most one extremal AE T,” with S(x) = S. Therefore all Ai equal A, and A is 
extremal. 
Vice versa, let A E U,” with S(A) = S belong to T,“. Suppose that there is a 
BEU,kwithS(B)=S~SandS#S.Take 





It is clear that A > 1; otherwise A is a permutation and such a B does not 
exist. It is easy to see that C E U,“, and therefore 
A=hB+(l-h)C, 
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where B and C belong to U,“. Moreover S(C) c S. This is impossible, since A 
is extremal. Therefore, for any B E U,” with S(B) c S(A) and S(B) #S(A), 
B @ T,“. n 
6. APPLICATIONS FOR 3STOCHASTIC MATRICES 
In this section we will study some facts and some particularizations of the 
general results in the case k = 3. 
In the case k = 3 and n = 3, all the extremals are given in the paper of 
Brualdi and Csima [2]. 
We have the following simple results regarding support bounds. 
PROPOSITION 12. Let A E U,” be decomposable by extremuls Ai E Ui in 
a maximal way, where pi=IPil fm a partition P={P,,...,P,} of N. Then 
(S(A)/ <3n-2~. 
Proof. Because for each i = 1,. . . ,r, Ai is extremal, we have 
IS(Ai)j<3(pi-l)+l. 
Hence 
IS(A)(< i [3(p,-1)+1]=3n-2r. 
i=l 
As an immediate consequence of this result, we have: 
COROLLARY 13. The maximum 1 S(A)( for A E T,” and decomposable by 
extremals Ai E Ti in a maximal way, is 3n - 4. 
In other words, a decomposition with more than two matrices will give a 
smaller cardinality of (S(A)/. On the other hand, A E T,” with more than 
3n - 4 elements are always indecomposable. 
PROPOSITION 14. For any n > 2 there exists an A E T,” and decompos- 
able such that n < IS(A)\ < 3n -4. 
Proof. For n = 2 this is immediate because any permutation is decom- 
posable. Suppose now that for n - 1 > 2 the result is true. Given n, let p be 
such that n < p < 3n - 4. Now taking a partition P= { P1, Pz} with IPJ = p, 
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and (P,\=~s=n-1, choose A’EU~ and A2EUz_r with )S(A2)(=p-1. 
This always can be done, since by the induction hypothesis there exists 
decomposable B E U,“_ I with rr - 1 Q 1 S(B)( < 3(n - 1) - 4. But there always 
exist extremals A E U,“_ r with 2(n - 1) < 1 S(A)\. Hence it is always possible to 
choose an extremal A2 E U,“_ r with 1 S(A2)1 = p - 1. n 
Finally, it is immediate that if A E U,” is extremal and decomposable into 
Ai E Ti, i = 1,. . . , n, then it is a permutation. 
The authors are deeply grateful to Professor R. A. Bruuldi jbr bringing to 
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on writing the first draft on the paper. In addition we also are indebted to 
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